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globose fruits, about one-fifth of an inch in
diameter. The odor of cubebs is agreeable
and aromatic; the taste, pungent, acrid and
slightly bitterish. It is used by the natives
for flavoring, but in other countries chiefly
in medicine, as an astringent and in cases
of indigestion and catarrh.
CUBE BOOT, the process of resolving a
number into three equal factors, or of finding
the length of one edge of a cube.
The radical sign ( ^~.) with the small
figure 3 over it denotes that the cube root of
the number over which it stands is to be ex-
tracted. Thus, -y 1728=12.
The cube of a number is the product of
the number used three times as a factor.
The cube root is one of the three equal
factors.
The cube of a number having two places
of figures consists of the cube of the tens,
plus three times the product of the square
of the tens by the units, plus the product
of three times the tens by the square of the
  
40-^8
40>	« 64'000
3(40*X8)=* 38,400
40-j-S
4Q-{-8
3(40X82)=    7,680
85 =       512
48* =110,592
40«+ (40 XS)
(4QXSH-SJ
(40X&2)
In extracting the cube root of a number we
take the number apart, as it were, so as to
show the three equal factors. The process is
therefore the reverse of finding the cube of
the number. Students of arithmetic usually
find the geometric or block method the most
satisfactory in explaining the process. In
the diagrams, figure 1 represents 403 and
has a content of 64,000 cubic units; Figure
2 represents 3(402><8) and the contents of
these three blocks are 38,400 cubic units;
Figure 3 represents 3(40X82)and the con-
tents of these blocks are 7,680 cubic units;
Figure 4 represents 83 or 512 cubic units.
In extracting the cube root of 110,592, we
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units /plus the cube of the units. The for-
mula may be expressed algebraically by the
cube of the quantity t -|- u} in which t rep-
resents the tens and u the units, (t -f- w)3 =
The following multiplication, expressed by
an algebraic f ormula, shows how this result is
obtained :
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tu*
A similar result in figures may "be obtained
by taking any number of two places, as 48,
and cubing it, as you would a literal quantity
in algebra* This may at first glance appear
difficult to young pupils, but a careful study
of the following will clear it up :
 Fig, 5.
use 40 as the first divisor, since by inspec-
tion we see that it is the largest number whose
cube is contained in 110,000, the first period,
PROCESS
110'592   [40+8
_ 64 000
46 592
3X40*^4800
3X40X8« 960
8*~   64
5824         46 592
After subtracting 64,000, the cube of 40, w«
have a remainder of 46,592, which represents

